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2. The management of funds allocated to FTEsfor temporary contract nurses and if they are returned
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alternative care for these patients. Currently it would be a greater than $4 million liability.
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4. The AllPayer Claims Database legislated and enacted in 2016 and contracted out to IBM for $45
million in 2018 has yet to become functional. What s the issue and status?

5. Vital Statistics that tracks deaths and was supposed to improve efficiencies with death certificate
delivery is still not fully functional. It was awarded to a vendor around 2016. Money was paid to the
vendor, then the contract was negated for failure to deliver, then was re-procured. No acceptable
explanation was provided for the delay nor the expense to the state for its delay. They needa
detailed explanation.

6. The Integrated Eligibility System with the purpose of increasing efficiency throughout DHHR and CPS
case management original REP was completed in 2016. Because of the costs exceeding $500 million
it was re-bid in 2017. The vendor was procured for $317 millon. It was supposed to be implemented
29 months from procurement, and now at 67 months s still not implemented. There has been a
change order of $30 million recently and an additional $100+ millon lost by the vendors supporting
DHHR. Themonetary cost here of delay is unacceptable but nothing compared to the loss of human
capital for the State's Investment not being realized.

Its our request that the Joint Committee on Government and Finance work to recommend a plan of action to
address these problems.

Respectfully,

£2Z
Eric). Tarr
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance

cc: Craig Blair, Senate President
Roger Hanshaw, House Speaker


